Post reveals espionage scandals

(c) 1972 New York Times

Washington—An assistant attorney general of Tennessee said Monday night that he was approached in the summer of 1971 and was asked to conduct political espionage against the Democratic Presidential candidates.

Alex B. Shipley, a long-time Democrat who is now an assistant attorney general of Tennessee, said that Donald Herbert Segretti, a treasury department lawyer in 1966 and 1967 whom he met in Vietnam, approached him on June 27, 1972, to help disrupt the Democratic primaries.

Shipley recalled in an interview Monday night that Segretti had said that the sabotage campaign being run on behalf of President Nixon and that "Nixon knows something was being done for him." The Washington Post reported Monday night that in addition to Shipley, two other lawyers who testified in Vietnam were approached by him to do political espionage work.

The Post said that it was part of a "massive campaign of political spying and sabotage conducted on behalf of President Nixon's re-election and directed by officials of the White House and the committee for the re-election of the president."

The Post said that the sabotage effort included "following members of the Democratic candidate's families, sending threatening letters and disturbing them under the candidates' letterhead, leaking false and manufactured items to the press, throwing campaign schedules into disarray, using confidential campaign files, and investigating the lives of dozens of Democratic campaign workers." The Post also reported that one aspect of what is called the Nixon Re-election Committee's "offensive security" program involved a politically critical letter about Senator Edward Muskie written by the Hampshire newspaper shortly before that state's Democratic primary election in March.

According to the Post, Ken W. Clawson, Deputy Director of Communications for the White House, told one of its reporters on Sept. 26 that he had written a letter to the Manchester, N.H., Union-Leader alleging that Muskie had laughed at the New Hampshire primary, signed by a Paul Muskie written under the pseudonym "Canuck." The newspaper printed the letter Feb. 24, less than two weeks before the New Hampshire primary, signed by a Paul Muskie written under the pseudonym "Canuck." The London Observer reported that Clawson had been approached in the summer of 1971 and was not taking any more calls.

The Post quoted Clawson as denying authorship of the controversial letter and saying that Miss Berger had "misunderstood" him. "I know nothing about it," he reportedly said.

Shipley said that he had met Mr. Segretti when they served together in Vietnam in 1966 and 1967 and that they had been captained in the Army Judge Advocate General Corps.

Shipley said that he had become friends and that he and two other lawyers who, according to the Post, were also approached by Segretti had not been involved in the San Francisco turnovers last summer.

HPC explores funding methods

A special committee was appointed by the Hall President's Council last night to find both a different method of allocating funds from Student Activities Fees and an alternative to the present form of student government.

Disatisfaction with the student government's recent budget proposal sparked the formation of the committee, which includes Chris Singleton, Fred Baranowski, Ron Paja, Jim Clarke and Walt Speck. They will present their findings to the HPC for discussion at its next meeting.

Steve Jeadick, executive coordinator of the HPC, had requested the student government finance committee to allocate $3,500 for the Hall Life Fund and $3,500 for the annual An Total weekend; a total of $13,500. The proposed budget announced yesterday falls $9,000 short of this mark. It allows only $4,500 for the Hall Life Fund and by its new Hall Grant Program limits the funds for An Total weekend to $2,500.

HPC Chairman Dutch Ward accused the student government of being ineffective and unrepresentative of the student body.

"It is in my view really important on this campus, and the HPC is more closely associated with it than any other organization," he said. "Yet the budget allocates $14,900 to a student government that does nothing but only $6,500 to us."

(continued on page 7)
NOW chapter to organize at ND

by Connie Grewe
Observer Staff Reporter

The National Organization of Women (NOW) under the direction of Ruth Lee is seeking to establish a chapter on the Notre Dame campus after recently establishing a chapter in the South Bend Community.

"My main reason for establishing a chapter on campus is because I realize the need to help women achieve certain objectives which they can't do on their own. We need male support. Without men participating actively, we cannot reach our goal," stressed Lee.

Only ten members are needed to establish a particular chapter with no racial, class, or sex discrimination.

The six-year-old organization began by five women in the first feminist movements. NOW describes itself as an organization "striving to change these conditions in society preventing women from developing more fully as human beings."

NOW's primary concerns at this time are the passage of equal rights within the state, the passage of protective laws which act as a barrier to employment, based on sex need to be revised. Protective laws permitting women to work for only specific durations of time are now hurting rather than protecting women.

NOW believes the state needs to provide more child facilities for all classes. Use of facilities at this point are ultimately based on welfare.

Women, according to NOW, are almost totally excluded from politics. If they are involved at all it is in a minor capacity. If they try to become involved, they are discouraged by males within the system.

"Social attitudes and images of women are also in need of change," stated Miss Lee.

Revisions are needed in the educational system to stop the use of sexist textbooks portraying girls as secretaries and nurses and boys as doctors and executives. "Each sex should be portrayed as individuals," continued Lee.

Abolition of the roles of men and women assigned in traditional family life is also a goal of NOW.

Miss Lee feels that too often in marriages, men and women are forced to give up their identities in order to assume these family roles. Invariably it is the woman that is forced to give up her identity.

NOW is involved in many different directions concerning women's rights; socially, politically, and economically.

Head Start begins work

The South Bend Head Start program will conduct an orientation program for volunteers Thursday, October 12, at 7 pm in LaFortune Student Center Ballroom.

The program is designed to prepare volunteers for work in the program, which involves over 100 4-year-old and 5-year-old children in St. Joseph County. After the orientation, tracer-aid volunteer assignments will be made.

Any student interested in working with the children but not now involved in the program should come to the Thursday night program.

TIRED OF THE HI-FI RIP-OFF???

Listen to what Steve's got, a lot BETTER SOUND for a lot LESS MONEY.

232 Stanford Hall, 283-8650

Speakers, Stereo Receivers
8-track Tape Decks,
Cassette Recorders,
and Digital Clock Radios

on campus today

1:30- speaker, r. sorger shriver, stepan center
3:30-lecture, architecture, as i see it. l. lawrence
b. perkins, architecture building.
4:10-meeting, sailing club, 284 engineering building.
7:00-spanish tutorial, regina hall lobby, smc.
7:00-meeting, amateur radio club, clubhouse behind holy cross hall.
8:00-lecture, erich heckel on franz kafka, little theater.
8:15-concert, daniel peddie, f.a.o., organist, sacred heart church, free.

SHULA'S
Not everyone can make it to the Senior Bar. Besides, "Emil T." can wait until Thursday night

SHULA'S
2802 SOUTH 11TH ROAD
NILES, MICHIGAN 49120
Phone 869-4300

Stroh's Summer stock.
From one beer lover to another.
McGovern clarifies peace plan

by Max Frankel

NO GIMMICKS didacy--and his possible recapitulation of his known views, and great risk to his campaign. Vietnam had added both novelty nomination, invited the American military essentials amount to negotiations that President Nixon presumably being offered in the
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are you running with jesus, malcolm boyd?

rev. robert griffin

isacc asimov–writer, scholar, scientist, historian, designer
isacc asimov—remembrance may 1920–june 6, 1992

isacc asimov wrote popular science books ranging from the development of synthetic life to the history of the universe. his work has been translated into twenty-two languages, and his novel sidewise in time is widely read.

the gods: welcome back to the good doctor

joseph obel

the national players in aristophanes

THE BIRDS

First of Dance & Drama Series
8 P.M. Oct. 17, O’Laughlin

all seats gen. admission $3.00 patrons free - patron cards $7.00

Advanced tickets on sale at C office, Student Union ticket office, American National Banks and Branch offices, Witmer, McNease Music, Al Smith’s Records, Pandora’s, Jennifer’s, Banks and Branch offices, Witmer, O’Laughlin

C A C
150 hear Irish Nationalist
by David Rust
Observer Staff Reporter

I.R.A. member, Shamus O'Tualahial presented his picture of Northern Ireland's present "carnival of reactions" last night to the 150 gathered in the library auditorium, hoping to win, he said, a more informed sympathy ear to the Nationalist struggles in that country.

O'Tualahial, member of the Sinn Fein or "Regular Wing" of the I.R.A. and present editor of the Northern Ireland Civil Rights Journal, presented a detailed sketch of Irish history from 1911 to 1973, tracing the real beginnings of discontent in the Ireland north of the Republic.

O'Tualahial sought to convince his American audience that the conflict is not primarily religious, nor is it a battle of "crazed bombers" and "one massacre" against the forces of peace and order.

Had the Irish situation to the United States' involvement in the Vietnam conflict. Both the United States and Great Britain have the same goal in mind, he said, in their concern with the subject of their involvements, have the same goal in mind.

"The British," he says, welcome the campaign of the Provisionals and the I.R.A. that do the bombings because it helps represent the situation through the media as insane bombers vs. peace and order.

"Backining his statement that the conflict was not religious, O'Tualahial cited the beginnings of the conflict in which the dichotomy of 1911 existed solely between the Loyalists and Nationalists, exclusive of religious overtones.

The element of religion was only introduced by the industrialists concentrated in the northeast corner of Ireland after Britain's Parliament voted in 1911 to give to the Home Rule demands, according to O'Tualahial.

In 1914, as the Great War began to make its demands upon Great Britain's manpower, Britain promised complete independence to Ireland, to come at the successful conclusion of the war. But agitation by both Nationalists and Loyalists continued, said O'Tualahial, leading to the short-lived Revolution of 1916, the Guerilla War of 1918-1921, and the final 1920 arm which established the partition of Ireland into the southern Republic and the northern commonwealth. The partition was to begin, predicted a prominent Nationalist of the time, only a "carnival of reactions" that would last as long as the division remained.

O'Tualahial also explained that internment, created by the Unionist government's Special Forces Act of 1923 and used by both the Irish government through 1925-30 and the British up to the present day, excites such a violent reaction from Irish because it is to them the epitome of all they struggle against--the denial of civil liberties, and foreign subjugation.

Backlining his statement that the conflict was not religious, O'Tualahial cited the beginnings of the conflict in which the dichotomy of 1911 existed solely between the Loyalists and Nationalists, exclusive of religious overtones.

Shamus O'Tualahial, a member of the I.R.A., claims that the I.R.A. Provisionals are "bloodthirsty killers." The British, he says, welcome the campaign of the Provisionals and the I.R.A. that do the bombings because it helps represent the situation through the media as insane bombers vs. peace and order.

A critical element of the conflict is the existence of neutrals, McCreary personally, rejects as "typical" the observer's claim that the I.R.A. Provisionals are "bloodthirsty killers." The British, he says, welcome the campaign of the Provisionals and the I.R.A. that do the bombings because it helps represent the situation through the media as insane bombers vs. peace and order.

O'Tualahial left Notre Dame at the end of his lecture to continue his speaking tour of the United States. He was brought here under his book several times in his cell during his period of internment from bullets fired between the government forces and the I.R.A.

O'Tualahial also explained that internment, created by the Unionist government's Special Forces Act of 1923 and used by both the Irish government through 1925-30 and the British up to the present day, excites such a violent reaction from Irish because it is to them the epitome of all they struggle against--the denial of civil liberties, and foreign subjugation.

Second Annual Law Advisory Council Lecture
THE AUTOMOBILE and AIR POLLUTION
FRASER F. HILDER
assistant General Counsel General Motors Corp.

Audience panel discussion chaired by Professor Michael V. McIntire of the law faculty
3:00 pm Thursday October 12, 1972 Memorial Library Auditorium

A little carnal knowledge is a dangerous thing.

So just be careful how you use it. If you're not really serious about the gal, go easy on the English Leather. On the other hand, if you are serious, stay with the English Leather and have a ball. Use English Leather Soap, Shampoo, Shave Cream. After Shave, Decodorant, Talc... the works. And who knows, she may even teach you a little something.
SMC voter turnout sparse

Yesterday’s SMC elections were marked by low voter turnout and three write-in-victories in the junior class.

Essentially there was no contest for the position of president. Monica Stallworth was an easy victor for the presidency, receiving 193 votes, or 63 percent of the 305 votes cast. Stallworth was the only candidate on the ballot, and write-in candidate Ann Fish, 193 votes and Chris Hulme, 187 votes. Sixty-three-sferences voted.

Freshman totals showed an increase in voter turnout from the spring semester’s presidential election. There were two disqualified ballots and two abstentions.

Committee appointed by HPC to review allocating of funds

(continued from page 1)

Ward urged the HPC to take immediate action to free itself from financial insulation.

“We’ve proven that we are a legitimate body on campus. We’re always braced,” he commented. “That way, the president should work towards maintaining a sustainable budget.”

Several suggestions were made during the ensuing discussion of achieving financial freedom. Growing the good health of every hall should be run more efficiently and financial records should, if possible, keep the halls and the treasury in order. He added that every hall should publicly and generously overpay all allocations.

Jessenick also asked the president to make public the financial records of their halls over Heller on Kafka at Little Theatre by Marty Miller, Office of Students Reporter

Erich Heller, Professor of Humanities at Northwestern University, will speak on “Franz Kafka” to 8 p.m. in the SMC’s Little Theatre. Heller is the native of Missouri. He added that every hall should work towards guaranteeing the forthcoming discussions of the “Strange Within” lecture this evening. There is no religious talk welcome.

Dr. Heller is a native of Missouri. He added that every hall should work towards guaranteeing the forthcoming discussions of the “Strange Within” lecture this evening. There is no religious talk welcome.

Founders Day at Saint Mary’s

Founders Day, which commemorates the founding of DePaul University, is 8 p.m. in The Disinherited Chapel.

Dr. Heller is well known for such a series of special events on Thursday, October 12.

The schedule for the day follows:

11:00 - Women: the professional view, led by Mrs. Jack Bomer and Mr. Don Horrow.
11:15 - Women: a psychological view, led by Ms. Phyllis Jamieson, if the Saint Mary’s psychology department.
12:00 - Women: a political view, led by Dr. Alan Nasser of the Saint Mary’s philosophy department, Luc Ray, doctoral candidate in sociology, and Dorothy Yelen; students Kathy Lennon, Marion Lusardi.
1:15 - Mass in Regina Chapel dedicated to women.
2:45 - Call for a lasting community in Saint Mary’s cafeteria. Dr. Edward Henry presiding.

The following rooms relating to Saint Mary’s history will be open to the public:

The Moreau-Hammes Galleries will display historical pictures taken of the school.

The student center, the Student Recruitment Center, will display photographs of the college.

FRESHMEN!!! VOTE FOR UNITED GOVERNMENT

JOHN SIERAWSKI - PRES.
BRIAN CARROLL - V.P.
KEVIN O’MARA - SEC.
MARK PIETRZYK - $$

Wednesday, October 11, 1972
the observer

SMC voter turnout sparse

Yesterday’s SMC elections were marked by low voter turnout and three write-in-victories in the junior class.

Essentially there was no contest for the position of president. Monica Stallworth was an easy victor for the presidency, receiving 193 votes, or 63 percent of the 305 votes cast. Stallworth was the only candidate on the ballot, and write-in candidate Ann Fish, 193 votes and Chris Hulme, 187 votes. Sixty-three-sferences voted.

Freshman totals showed an increase in voter turnout from the spring semester’s presidential election. There were two disqualified ballots and two abstentions.

Committee appointed by HPC to review allocating of funds

(continued from page 1)

Ward urged the HPC to take immediate action to free itself from financial insulation.

“We’ve proven that we are a legitimate body on campus. We’re always braced,” he commented. “That way, the president should work towards maintaining a sustainable budget.”

Several suggestions were made during the ensuing discussion of achieving financial freedom. Growing the good health of every hall should be run more efficiently and financial records should, if possible, keep the halls and the treasury in order. He added that every hall should publicly and generously overpay all allocations.

Jessenick also asked the president to make public the financial records of their halls over Heller on Kafka at Little Theatre by Marty Miller, Office of Students Reporter

Erich Heller, Professor of Humanities at Northwestern University, will speak on “Franz Kafka” to 8 p.m. in the SMC’s Little Theatre. Heller is the native of Missouri. He added that every hall should work towards guaranteeing the forthcoming discussions of the “Strange Within” lecture this evening. There is no religious talk welcome.

Dr. Heller is well known for such a series of special events on Thursday, October 12.

The schedule for the day follows:

11:00 - Women: the professional view, led by Mrs. Jack Bomer and Mr. Don Horrow.
11:15 - Women: a psychological view, led by Ms. Phyllis Jamieson, if the Saint Mary’s psychology department.
12:00 - Women: a political view, led by Dr. Alan Nasser of the Saint Mary’s philosophy department, Luc Ray, doctoral candidate in sociology, and Dorothy Yelen; students Kathy Lennon, Marion Lusardi.
1:15 - Mass in Regina Chapel dedicated to women.
2:45 - Call for a lasting community in Saint Mary’s cafeteria. Dr. Edward Henry presiding.

The following rooms relating to Saint Mary’s history will be open to the public:

The Moreau-Hammes Galleries will display historical pictures taken of the school.

The student center, the Student Recruitment Center, will display photographs of the college.
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Schlezes gets award

Notre Dame's young defense, and the strong performance in Saturday's 16-10 triumph over Pitt, has garnered most of the honors at the week's awards ceremonies. The Fighting Irish were named the Associated Press Defense Team of the Week, and sophomore defensive back Ken Schlezes was given the outstanding defensive back award for his performance.

Schlezes, a 6-1, 192 lb. native of Chicago, has been a key player in the fourth quarter. At the 39-second mark of the first quarter, he fumbled and drove the Irish 44. Schlezes stepped in for Spartan light back John Joe Dupree and intercepted the aerial that set up Bob Thomas' 27-yard touchdown. It was the first theft of the season for Schlezes, who led the Irish in interceptions with four last year.

Thomas himself was the recipient of the first "Irish Award" for special achievement. The junior placekicker booted three field goals and an extra point, giving him 38 points on the season.

Star of the game honors went to fullback Andy Huff on offense (19 carries for 44 yards and a touchdown) and linebacker Jim Musuraca on defense. Jim O'Malley, Reggie Barnett, and Dan Meece received honorable mention.

Schlezes, Barnett, and Tim Rudnick acquired helmet stars for interception. Jim O'Malley and Tim Rudnick, who teamed with Schlezes for a fumble retrieval, were given the offensive line player of the week Steve Merce on offense and Jim Zoch for defense.

Although "Bull" isn't starting this year, he is still happy he chose Notre Dame. "I came here for academic reasons as well as football. I wanted a winner and we have one this year."

In reference to the team Bull thanks, "We have a great team, with tremendous unity--so much is at stake we can't afford to be dull."

Coming from a second place finish last season, the Irish are satisfied with their showing so far. Their first string is strong, and their game against the Spartans was a showcase of their skill.

During the week, "Bull" tries to integrate himself as part of the team's unity. This involves both mental and physical preparation for the upcoming games. Physical preparation can be easily seen by the amount of time practice consumes, but mental preparation is just as important.

"A major part of the game, over 50 per cent, is mental, everyone is a proven athlete, the person who can mentally psyche himself out can come out on top," Bull explained.

At the beginning of the week I start low and build up for the game, starting to bring myself to a peak on Friday and Saturday. This is the way I feel I can best contribute to the team, by being mentally and physically ready."

"Bull" believes that the football team has great potential. "Our team has great balance, basically, we are a good team because of our coaching staff. Our strategy is our strength, always making us strive for perfect execution as a unit--you can't beat that." Bull explained.

Up till now, "Bull's" greatest thrill in football has been going to Michigan. "Playing there was great. The Irish were a good team, I may soon forget he was ever in Michigan." Bull said.

Bullock gives extra power

By Tim Neville

If you call three fullbacks a dilemma, Notre Dame is in trouble.

John Cieszkowski and Andy Huff are always good, but都被 powerful runners, and probable pro-draft picks this year, alternate on the team as the third man. The third is nicknamed the "Bull." I believe that the name is the same as appropriate. Standing 6-1, 220 pounds, he has a huge chest and neck. "Bull" is, indeed, in character with his figure. He's so strong he's able to muscle into the starting lineup, which is necessary until this season, something he has, until now, never done.

"Bull" attended George Washington University and plays for Newport News, Va., and earned 15 varsity letters during his career there. He has always been a standout in football (scoring four touchdowns in one game), and "Bull" also set a state shot put record of 60'5". He won the state 220-pound weightlifting tournament, played two years of varsity basketball and baseball, and captained the football, wrestling, and track teams.

"My biggest game in high school was the last game of the junior year," Bullock recalls. "We were playing a team from Rural High, whose quarterback was Sam, who is now starting at Notre Dame. We were down 12-0 at half and we came back in 14-12 and stayed undefeated and unbeaten for one in our state."\n
Many people have seen that game because, by Bullock's own account, it was "the game that offered him athletic scholarships. Notre Dame, Penn down to Washington, Carolina State, Colorado, Missouri, and Notre Dame, Bull finally chose N.D."

And Notre Dame was delighted to get him. "Bull ran the 40 in 4.6 seconds (second on this year's team to Reggie Barnett and Eric Penick), the 100 in 9.9, and has tremendous strength to back up this speed.

On most college teams, Bullock will be starting, but most teams don't have the abundance of good fullbacks N.D. now has. So he must be patient and learn to accept the newness of the game from Cico Huff and Huff who acquitted themselves tremendously.

In the first two games of this season the "Bull" received much of the praise. But in the Pitt game, I was nervous like any other player. There were a lot of fullbacks in the game. It wasn't really as bad as I thought, when you think of how many fullbacks Bullock was nervous, it sure didn't show. We ran 44 times for 400 yards and averaging 6.6 yards per carry shows something about his abundance.

In the Purdue game, "Bull" almost had the winning touchdown play of the game. "I knew it was a big opportunity and when I hit the whole all I could see was the goal line. I gave things didn't work out for me this time. It would have been nice to get that first one, though.

Wayne Bullock, Notre Dame's gifted reserve fullback

Sailors finish third

Notre Dame's sailing team placed third in an 11 school field at the Cary-Price Regatta in Ann Arbor last weekend. Host team Michigan had won the previous two regattas at this campus. Winds plagued nearly all the crews on Saturday afternoon, but with constantly shifting breezes providing rough going. Sunday's weather proved better for Irish hopes, though, as N.D. surged to their show position behind strong, gusting winds.

Kevin Hoyt and Bruce Marek formed one of the "A" division crews, and brothers George and Robbie Gawe were the Irish tandem in the other first flight boat. Will Den authorization handled the skippering duties for Notre Dame's 3rd division boat, with All State one and Jimmy Moore splitting time as his coxswain.

Three other teams were on tap for the Irish sailors this weekend. Meets are scheduled against Ohio State, White and State in Detroit, and Wisconsin in Madison, and transportation for the Irish squad is desperately needed. Interested parties are asked to call the N.D. sailing club at 3:00 in the Engineering Building, or call Bruce Marek (380-9907).

Irish seventh in polls

There were no major surprises in college football action last weekend, resulting in an unusual degree of stability in this year's AP and U.P.I. polls. Notre Dame rose in the eyes of the coaches, moving up a notch from eight to seventh, keeping the Irish in the top ten.

Southern California broke a two-year jinx by dumping Pacific Eight rival Stanford, despite retaining their number one ranking. Stanford has lost their vantage of a week's layoff to prepare. The annual showdown with Texas, yet managed to manage the score of the game. The Trojans and the Trojan fans were pleased with the win.

The Trojan's lone loss came thanks to the efforts of a pair of Southerners, Mike the quarterback, and Robert Turner, the running back. The Trojans were most enjoyable for Notre Dame fans.

Michigan and Nebraska again shared the fifth and sixth spots in the poll, with Nebraska's four votes did a total claim to the number eight slot.

Besides the top-rated Trojans, the only other future Irish opportunity is Boston College, who have 15th in the U.P.I. and 16th in the AP rankings.

The Irish Eye

Sports shorts

Notre Dame's vast offensive improvement over last season can be seen in the statistics of talented sophomores Eric Penick and Tom Clements. Penick policed Minnesota last weekend, boosting his season total to 380 yards, only 12 yards less than his freshman season total. Clements has passed for 411 yards this fall and, with another day like he had against Purdue (two games ago 387 yards), he could surpass Cliff Brown's team leading total of 669 yards last season.

The Irish have beaten the Panthers in each of the last six seasons that Aar Parshagian has been head coach at Notre Dame. Excluding the 1966 three games this fall and has more points against the Panthers than all others combined. With the Irish's win over Pitt, the fifth ranked Panthers are now ranked 14, three more than "Bull" sweeped out of the number eight slot.

This weekend's game with Pittsburgh, if it conforms to the recent trend of Irish-Panther games, should be most enjoyable for Notre Dame fans.
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